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CHAPTER I.

DEFINITION AND HISTORY

Meaning Of Pensions

A pension is deferred payments. If a school system

were to offer each of its teachers an increase in salary

of ten dollars a month without increasing the teaching load,

it would be very unusual for the teachers concerned to re-

fuse such an increase. The probabilities are that the offer

would be highly appreciated and accepted as evidence that

the school authorities had the welfare of the teachers in

mind. It would not be looked upon as a gift, but as money

rightfully earned. The principle would not be changed

should the payment of the increase be deferred until the

teacher had completed twenty -five to thirty -five years of

service. The motive, however would take on a slightly differ-

ent appearance. The action might be interpreted as concern

for the welfare and livelihood of the teacher in old age after

his period of efficiency is past. The offer might also be

looked upon as an inducement for teachers to continue in the

profession. The accumulations with interest would amount to

an appreciable sum.

The principle of deferred payments is the same if the

teacher contributes from his salary to the fund. The govern-

ment would be custodian of the fund. Definite conditions



and limitations to safeguard the interests of the teacher

and of the public would be a desirable part of the plan.

Important among these conditions are, first, that the public

match the teacher's contribution dollar for dollar; second,

see that all deposits are safeguarded; third, invest the

accumulated funds and collect the interest; fourth, return

to him the total in such form as he may choose.

The foregoing illustrates the meaning of a pension. It

is simply wages the payment of which has been deferred. It

becomes, in effect, retired pay. It would avoid some confu-

sion if all payments made to individuals after their retire-

ment from active service, in accordance with a definite plan

for annuities, were described as retired pay. A pension isl
pay after retirement.

Retirement allowances, some writers on the subject

maintain, are usually made up of a pension and an annuity.

The annuity is that part of the retirement allowance result -

ing,from the teacher's contributions and interest thereon.

The pension proper is that part coming directly from the

state's contributions, together with interest on the same.

The two contributions are usually made concurrently during

Pritchett, Henry S. - -The Social Philosophy of Pensions
Bull. #25 Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching. 1930. p. 85



the teacher's period of service. The reserve funds result-

ing should in the end be approximately equal. The two funds

would bé combined at the time of retirement to form the basis

of the 'retirement allowance. The funds received after re-

tirement, resulting from the teacher's contributions, are

technically called an annuity. Any part of the retirement

compensation coming from funds given by the state is a pen-

sion. No such fine distinction will be made in this paper.

Pensions as here used means any payment made periodically to

teachers after retirement from active service regardless of

the source of the funds. In any business -like system of

retirement funds all contributions will be invested in some
2

form of annuity.

Brief History Of Pensions

The first period in the development of teachers' retire-

ment systems begins with mutual aid associations. In 1869,

Mr. Vanderbilt, a young and active teacher in one of the New

York City schools, conceived of the idea that instead of

soliciting contributions each time a death occurred, as had

become customary, it would be far better to organize an

association in which each member was pledged to contribute

one dollar whenever called upon and would also be assured

that a like benefit would be paid upon his death by a

similar- assessment upon all other members. As a result of

2- Ibid., p: 4.



this idea the New York City Mutual Life Assurance Associa-

tion was organized, pledging each member to contribute to a

fund to defray the funeral expenses of a member, at the same

time securing a right to a similar benefit himself. Thus,

under modest circumstances, and prompted by a feeling of

fellowship and goodwill, was born the idea that later developed

into the great mutual aid societies and the later pension

movement that has proven to be the temporal salvation of many

old or disabled teachers.

In 1871, the teachers of Brooklyn formed a similar organ-

ization. The idea did not spread rapidly. The Jersey City

teachers organized in 1880; the Camden teachers got together

in 1885. With the exception of the first one organized these

associations paid little more than sufficient for funeral

expenses, . so that the insurance feature was rather negligible.

They did not consider that any capital was necessary.

The need of caring for the sick as well as paying for

the funeral early made itself apparent. Most of the associa-

tions established after 1885 provided limited sicI. benefits

in addition to the death benefits. Detroit was first with

this idea in 1888, followed by St. Paul in 1890, Chicago in

1891, and other in the Middle West later. Rapid progress

was also made in the East and as far south as Savannah.

Regular dues were introduced and attempts to further increase

the capital through bazaars, dances, and private philanthropies

were quite general. Financial difficulties were common.
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Unsound financial practices and the growing needs for funds

that were not available added to the burdens of the struggling

associations.

The fact that sick benefits granted only temporary

relief emphasized the need for annuities payable during the

life of those who were permanently disabled through sickness

or because of advanced age. The New York and Brooklyn associa-

tions were pioneers in this movement also. Voluntary annuity

associations were established by these leaders in the year

1887, other cities and some states rapidly following their

lead. Provisions were generally made for the payment of a

$600 annuity, sometimes less, upon the completion of a certain

length of service, usually thirty to forty years, and proof

of disability. The funds necessary for the payment of these

benefits were provided through voluntary contribute ons of a

certain per cent of the yearly salary, usually one per cent,

supplemented by donations from the public.

Difficulties developed and multiplied. The contributions,

being voluntary, necessarily had to be small. The older teach-

ers who expected to soon receive the benefits were anxious to

go on. The younger teachers were not immediately concerned

and so were not interested. The expected donations were small

and far between, and although the capital seemed ample at

first when there were few drains on the funds, it was not long

until disbursements exceeded the receipts. The annuity
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systems of all insurance companies are founded on actuarial

calculations, using mortality rates, interest tables, and

mathematical formulae. The mutual aid societies did not use

these aids, but charged all the same amount, promised all

like benefits regardless of the time they had been members.

This unsoundness could not stand and when the income became

less than the expenses the young members lost interest and

withdrew In large numbers, causing panic and the inevitable

collapse.

The second period was one of unsound legislation. For

many years European governments had been paying pensions to

soldiers and sailors and other public employees, including

teachers. The United States early copied the idea so far as

soldiers and sailors were concerned, and beginning in 1859

applied the pension system to policemen and firemen. With

the struggles of the teachers' association for existence it

was natural to make comparisons With Europe, and with the

conditions of the policemen and firemen in our country. The

inevitable outcome was that teacher groups were advocating

the establishment of the first annuity associations.

Between 1887 and 1890 real progress toward legislative

action was made. The idea that the schools benefited through

the retirement of old incapacitated têachers, as shown by the

progress of the mutual aid associations, emphasized the fact

that to some extent at least this retirement business was a



matter of governmental concern. Further, one of the great-

est weaknesses of the old systems was that teachers joined

only if they wished. Compulsory membership of all was highly

desirable and government aid was necessary to obtain this.

Another weakness of the old companies was the lack of finan-

cial security. This emphasized the fact that the government

should bear at least a part if not all the responsibility for

the adequacy of the retirement funds.

Many attempts were made to obtain favorable legislation

but without success until 1894. In that year a bill passed

the New York legislature creating the first teachers' pension

fund in this country. The bill provided for raising money

for the fund by means of deductions from the pay of teachers,

although receipts from donations, legacies, etc., were author-

ized. Pensions of one -half of the final annual salary could

be granted disabled teachers by a two- thirds vote of the Board

of Education. This action was taken upon recommendation of

the city superintendent, providing the women had given thirty

and the men thirty -five years of teaching service. The Board

of Education of New York City was given complete charge of

the fund and the comptroller of the city was made treasurer.

Within two years after the establishment of the New York

City fund, eight other funds were created. In San Fransisco,

St. Louis, and New Jersey, membership was voluntary. In

Brooklyn, Detroit, Chicago, Buffalo, and Cincinnatti, member-

ship was compulsory. Most of these organizations copied the
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New York City law. A striking exception was in the New Jersey

plan. A bill was introduced in New Jersey in 1891 to provide

for a half pay pension to be paid entirely by the state. The

repeated defeat of this measure caused the proponents of the

bill to substitute a plan for a voluntary self- sustaining fund

with the state as custodian and administrator of the funds.

This became a law in 1896. Membership was voluntary. One per

cent of the teacher's salary was to be contributed. Members

disabled after twenty years of service were to receive an

annuity of one -half of their salary, with a minimum of $250

and a maximum of $600. The contributions were soon found

inadequate. Within seven years the rate of contribution was

increased to three per cent and all new teachers were required

to join.

It is interesting to note the attitude toward the work

of the actuary in the development of the pension systems.

In 1930 a prominent writer on the subject said that the func-

tion of the actuary in the establikrne.nt and conduct of an

old age annuity plan is analogous to that of the navigating

officer of a ship. The latter sets the course of the ship,

but only after the captain has designated the port of desti-
3

nation. The early attitude of the people in regard to the

importance of the actuary is reflected in the action taken

on a report on the New Jersey retirement plan made at the

Ibid. , p. 5
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time of its establishment. This actuary's report showed

that the fund must fall far short of the demands to be made

on it within the first twenty years, and suggested that more

than half of the income needed to meet obligations was pro-

vided only by hopes. In answering this warning criticism

the promoters suggested that they were following the purely

business principles of insurance companies and that further,

"we have hearts ready to respond to our needy ones and hands

willing to work for them. Can the 'expert' credit these to
4

the assets of his insurance company?" It was not long until

the absurdity of this attitude became app arant .

The law gave the government authority to administer the

provisions of the act and appointed government officials as

custodians of the funds. . When the funds proved insufficient

these officials assisted the teachers in obtaining govern-

mental aid. At first these contributions from the govern-

ment were small and came only from special sources. However,

the funds were made available as the need developed. The

officials and people generally came to accept the idea that

thé sole purpose of the retirement system was to secure

efficiency in the schools. Practically all retirement plans

not based on actuarial calculations have been forced to change

their systems to include actuarial provisions.

4- Stùdensky, Paul -- Teachers' Pension Systems in the U.S.
p. 233.



' The unsoundness of retirement plans not based on actu-

arial calculations early became apparant. In 1910, the

Chicago fund became insolvent. An actuary was consulted but

his suggestions were ignores. A few years later the system

was completely revised. The New York City plan operated until

1911 when its disbursements exceeded the receipts, and they

engaged an actuary. Managers of the fund did not adopt his

recommendations but used various ma1eshift adjustments until

1914 when they were bankrupt, and the, city authorities put

it on an actuarial basis. Practically all systems not based

on actuarial calculations have had similar experiences. These

conditions led Pritchett to make the observation referred to

above.

The modern tendency is the application of sound actuarial

principles to the pension systems, revising the systems when

and as often as necessary. The public generally appreciates

the significance of the teachers! pension movement. Systems

are becoming state -wide and also more uniform in operation

and service. Not only is the appreciation becoming more

general that many of the existing systems are financially

unsound and must be radically reorganized if they are to

continue in operation, but a truer estimate is being formed

also, not only by the teachers themselves, but by legislatures

and state and local officials and the public generally, of
5

the significance of the teachers' pension movement.

5- Ibid., p. 34



.By 1917 at least six cities and five states, among

them Arizona, had adopted pension systems based on the idea

that the government should pay all expenses of the system.

The Present Arizona Law

In order to understand more clearly and to avoid any

misconception of the situation as it is in our state, it is

advisable to quote in full the Arizona statute that has to

do with this matter.

The present Arizona law is as follows:

Sec. 1046. RETIREMENT OF TEACHERS;METHOD;PENSION.
When any person shall be sixty years of age,
b.nd has served for thirty years or more in
the aggregate as a teacher in the public school,
fifteen years Of which shall be in the public
schools of Arizona, or has served twenty years
in the aggregate, and has become incapacitated
through physical, or mental disability to per-
form the duties as a teacher, which facts shall
be established through the testimony of three
physicians, the State Board of Education may
direct that such person be retired from further
service in the schools of Arizona, and from the
date of making such order, the services of such
person shall Cease, and he shall retire, and
thereafter during his lifetime shall be paid
an annual pension of six hundred dollars in
monthly installments as other claims are paid
out of the appropriation for the State Board
of Education. The State Board shall immedi-
ately file with the State Auditor a certified
copy of the order of retirement, which certi-
fied copy shall be evidence to said auditor
that the person so retired is entitled to the
pension provided herein.

The number of teachers involved is shown by Table I

and Chart I. The table and chart show graphically the

increase in numbers of teachers retired by years from 1912
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6
up to date. This does not include the special legislative

act appropriating $3,000 annually for life to Dr. A. J.

Matthews of Tempe Teachers! College, which is in reality a

special pension.

6- Eleventh Biennial Report of State Supt. of Public
Instruction. 1930 --32. pp. 24 to 27.
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TABLE I

Number of Teachers Involved in Arizona's Pension Law

From 1913 to 1932

Years Number
Retired

Number
Died

Number on :

Pension list:
:

1913 3 0 3

; 1914 4 2 5

:

: 1915 0 0 o
:
; 1916 1 o 6

:
; 1917 o o 6

:

; 1918 0 0 6

; 1919 1 0 7

; 1920 1 0 8
:

. 1921 3 0 11

; 1922 4 1 14 :

; 1923 0 2 12

; 1924 5 1 16

. 1925 1 1 16

; 1926 3 18
:

; 1927 6 1 23

; 1928 11 2 32
:

: 1929 7 2 37

; 1930 6 i 42
:

; 1931 4 1 45
:

1932 6 2 49
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CHART I

I112 ivy Igo i9/1 j944 114,1 11J9 mc v947 il4t ita/ i1.14

Increase In Number Of Teachers Retired By Years

1912 to date.
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The present law in Arizona is unsatisfactory for a

number of reasons. Taxpayers criticize it because of the

growing expense. $86,797.23 had been paid into the teachers'

pension fund by the state up to June 1932. Taxpayers sayi

that the state has received nothing for this expenditure.

Teachers criticize the law because the pension is granted

only if the applicant has been incapacitated, which fact

must be determined by the testimony of three physicians.

The legislature has considered doing away with the law

entirely. This would be disastrous to the pension idea if

another system were not substituted.

If we apply the criteria for teacher retirement plans
7

suggested by Palmer in her master's thesis a number of

weaknesses in our present law would be apparent. This law

does not allow the teachers a voice in its administration.

The burden of support is entirely upon the public. The plan

of financing is unsound. There is no reserve whatever and

no provision for actuarial investigation. There are no

disability benefit provisions.

The last legislature (1933) passed an old age pension

law providing for a pension of thirty dollars a month to

aged people who have resided in the state of Arizona for

thirty -five years, who are seventy years of age or older,

'7- Palmer, Nida Pearl --Pension Systems for Public School
Teachers. United States Bureau of Education, Bull. 1927,
No. 23, p. 90.
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and who have an income of less than three hundred dollars

per year. This indicates a favorable tendency toward pen-

sions.

Our present plan is inadequate and unsatisfactory.

The Problem

The problem of the present study is to outline a satis-

factory pension plan for the teach ers of Arizona. Such a

plan can be determined only after a careful consideration

of principles of teachers' retirement, a study of the

successes and failures of other systems and factors influenc-

ing them, and an evaluation of the various plans. Arizona

needs a new plan founded on scientific principles which are

supported by sound actuarial theory and data that will

correct the defects, extend the benefits, and eliminate

the objections to the present system. This study attempts

to meet this need.



CHAPTER II

THE CASE: FOR AND AGAINST

In order to establish a pension system it must

necessarily be justified in the minds of those concerned,

both the teacher and the public. The modern pension system

provides for the establishment of annuities for the benefit

of the teacher and thus provides security in old age.

Statistics show that of every one hundred Americans reaching

sixty years of age, one is wealthy, two are in comfortable

circumstances, fifteen have estates of from two thousand to

fifteen thousand dollars, and eighty -two have no estate at

all. Annuities solve the question of investment because,

first, annuities provide nearly absolute safety; second,

they offer the easiest way to obtain old age security; third,

they last until death without diminution; fourth, they pro-

tect the rich from their own reckless spending and the poor

from poverty; fifth, participants in annuities find old age
8

fuller and happier. There is no group of people of whom

this can more truly be said than of the teachers.

A Sound Teacher tetirement System Is In Accord

with The Best Thought vf The Day

rrivate industry has recognized retirement plans as

8- Fitch, G. W. -- American mercury 27 :395 -401 Dec. 132
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essential to the highest business efficiency. tin editorial

in ùorldt s Work, February 1923, states:

"Most large employers of labor find a system of
pensions essential to the efficiency of their
staffs. vne of their greatest problems has
been the disposition of employees who have
outlived their economic usefulness. Even the
most mechanical practitioner of ''Efficiency"
recognizes that humanity and gratitude are
imponderables that cannot be disregarded. The
result was that useless workmen and executives
were kept at work; not only was their labor a
liability, but their presence prevented the
promotion of effective men. In this way the
pension system became an economic necessity.
The time is probably not far distant when
every prosperous employer of labor will have
adopted some plan providing for the future
of its workers. r roperly regarded, it is
not philanthropy; it is simply business."

Reports of industrial organizations show that over five

hundred important commercial organizations have retirement

plans in effect. Upwards of 3,000,000 employees are covered

by these plans. Among them may be mentioned the following:

The American Telephone and Telegraph company and associations;

the big steel corporations; the General Electric Company,

many of the big packing plants -- Armour and Swift and others --;

practically all railroad companies; many publishing and

newspaper firms; Standard Oil Company; Studebaker Corporation;

Western Union Telegraph Company.

The interest of workers in all types of public service

is being increased by the introduction of retirement systems.

Pension systems for soldiers, sailors, policemen, and fire-

men have been established for many years. In 1920 a general
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retirement system for Federal employees was established.

At present upwards of 400,000 employees are subject to this

retirement act which covers practically all branches of

Federal service. Twelve European countries, six states,

and many of our larger cities provide retirement systems

for their employees.

The public in general recognizes the importance of

insurance against old age. In 1926, $2,612,209,090 or

three per cent of the national income was paid for life

insurance. A sound teachers' retirement system resembles a

plan, administered and partly financed by the public, whereby

the public school is guaranteed the greater efficiency that

comes from insurance against the employment of superannuated

teachers.

A Sound Pension System Is A Saving To The Public

In The Long Run

A sound retirement . plan protects the public from the

waste of school plants operated by superannuated teachers.

The wastefulness of a well equipped industrial plant in not

producing up to capacity is generally recognized. The waste

of providing and equiping a school room and then manning it

with a superannuated teacher is more serious than when a

factory under- produces. Poor workmanship in a school room

means misshapen human lives.

A sound retirement system for teachers guarantees the
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public a valuable return for a minimum cost. The cost of

the allowances which a teacher receives on retirement is

paid for by deductions from the teacher's salary and small

payments into the retirement fund by the state, which start

at the beginning and continue regularly throughout the period

of the teaching service. These contributions at four per

cent interest make up the basis of the retirement annuity

so that the state actually pays approximately 25 per cent

of the cost of retiring a teacher after 35 years of service.

In replacing the superannuated teacher who receives the

maximum salary with a beginning teacher at the minimum

salary, the state saves a large part of this 25 per cent.

In this way the state is able to furnish a desirable pro-

tection to its children and citizens at a minimum cost.

A Sound Teacherst Retirement Law Protects Children

From Superannuated Teachers

It sets up a plan which makes it impossible for any

teacher to reach old age and infirmity without provision

having been made for his retirement. A sound retirement law

requires all teachers to join the system. This provides for

the building up of a sufficient fund by the time retirement

arrives to properly care for the teacher in his old age.

Therefore, it is impossible for a teacher to reach the time

when old age has reduced his efficiency and continue, to the

detriment of the child.
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It relieves the school boards of the necessity of con-

tinuing to employ teachers rendered incompetent. Often

school boards are forced to make one of the following choices:

first, the retention of a teacher after it is clear that he

is incompetent; second, the dismissal of a faithful teacher

with the knowledge that he has no other means of support.

Usually school boards will continue employment and the aged

teacher is often held in service to the detriment of the

school. School boards should not be forced to make this

choice. They should be free to see that none but competent

teachers are employed. Superannuated teachers have no place

in the classroom. It is unfair and unjust to permit them to

leave their marks of disability upon the plastic minds of

the children.

A sound pension system will free a teacher from the

necessity of continuing in service after his period of

efficiency has passed. Superannuated teachers are not

anxious to continue in service. Often conditions force

them to do so rather than to accept charity. Continuing in

service is more desirable and teachers appeal to the senti-

ment of the school board and exert political pressure in

order to retain their positions. A sound retirement system

removes the necessity for a teacher to adopt such methods to

continue in service after his effectiveness is gone.
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A Sound Retirement System Makes Teaching Attractive

It furnishes additional compensation for the lower

remuneration that teaching offers during active service.

Many capable young people would enter the teaching profession

even though it promises a smaller income than other fields,

if they had an assurance that they would not have to face a

dependent old age. Too great a strain should not be placed

upon the "missionary spirit ". Through vocational guidance

the schools of today teach the children to study the possi-

bilities of any field of work before they enter it. Young

people with sufficient ability to make good teachers may be

expected to exercise foresight. They will probably avoid a

field of service which promises neither a large reward nor

security in old age. A sound teacher retirement system

guarantees security in old age and thereby removes one bar

to the recruiting of an adequate supply of prospective

teachers.

It opens a way for promotion within the profession and

helps solve the unemployment problem. Under a sound retire-

ment system it is unnecessary for those who occupy the more

desirable positions in the teaching profession to hang on

after their efficiency is impaired. Thus, the paths of

promotion are opened for more capable, younger teachers, and

more places are provided for unemployed new teachers4 This

increasing of the chances for promotion will have the effect

of improving the general morale of the profession. No
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service that denies competency an opportunity of advance-

ment can expect to recruit its fair share of the nation's

best minds.

It provides means of livelihood after superannuation.

Young people of sufficient insight to make successful teach-

ers will be quick to learn from observation. Too many

examples of superannuated teachers compelled to continue in

service or to suffer deprivation in retirement, are at

present before these young people. These examples are

likely to nullify all efforts in obtaining desirable recruits

for the profession. A proper system of retirement remedies

this situation and makes it easier to obtain capable young

people in the teaching field.

It shows that "the laborer is worthy of his hire."

The existence of teachers dependent upon charity for support

cannot but seriously lower the general respect for the teach-

ing profession. Young people of worth cannot be expected to

enter a profession, the service of which is so little valued

by society that its members are often found destitute in

old age. A proper retirement law would demonstrate to all

concerned that "the laborer is worthy of his hire."

A Pension System Tends To Keep Capable

Teachers In Service

It makes it unnecessary for teachers to look outside

the profession in order to provide for old age. The idealism
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of youth prompts many young people of unusual capacity to

enter the teaching profession. The large number of such

young teachers who use teaching as a stepping stone to more

remunerative professions cannot but be discouraging to those

anxious to keep the school at a high level of efficiency.

Any other productive enterprise would certainly view with

alarm an annual turnover as large as the teaching profession

shows, and take steps to keep its efficient workers. The

deciding factor in many cases is the impossibility of saving

enough during active service to provide for old age. The

desire to render teaching service is overcome by the fear of

a dependent old age. This fear is removed where a sound

retirement system is in effect, with the result that with

the system it is easier to retain the more capable teachers

in the profession.

It makes each years' service a step nearer financial

independence. With each year's service the retirement fund

is increased for each teacher. This continues until a

sufficient amount for retirement is provided so that each

year of service brings him that much nearer to protected old

age. This is the reverse of the situation where a retirement

plan is not in force. Here each year brings a teacher nearer

to the time when he will be partly or wholly dependent upon

charity or relatives for support. A sound retirement system,

therefore, is an important factor in keeping teachers of

independence in the profess. on.
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It makes continuance in the profession a guarantee of

security in old age. In the scientifically organized retire-

ment system the fund built up as a basis for the retirement

annuity is the teacher=s personal property. It is protected

from garnishment or attachment or assignment of any kind.

It is a sound investment and as secure as it is possible to

make it. This tends to hold capable people in the profession

because teaching thus protects old age. There is no need to

go into á more lucrative work in order to provide for the

future.

A Sound Retirement System Increases The Efficiency

Of The Teacher

It removes the fear of financial independence, and thus

lengthens his period of efficiency by relieving his mind of

the fear of a destitute old age. More and more -responsibilities

are being placed upon the school. The result is an increase

of the teaching load. Unnecessary worry reduces the teacher; s

effective service. Enthusiasm and optimism and happiness are

essential to the best teaching. A mind harassed by fear for

the future does not usually possess these qualifications.

A properly planned retirement system removes the nain cause

of worry from the lives of teachers and preserves a hopeful

outlook on life so vital to effective instruction.

It encourages investment in study, training, and travel.

The teacher's work is with immature minds. He misses some
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of the stimulus which comes from contact with those equal

or superior in intellect. The best protection from this

danger of the rut is study and travel. when he comes in

contact with instructors in a first class teacher- training

institution, or get the broader insight that comes from

travel, his effectiveness in the classroom is very much im-

proved. Without a teacher retirement system additional study,

travel and similar self improvement are often delayed too

long or put off entirely. The teacher hesitates to deplete

each year's meager savings because they are his only

assurance of the future. Under a sucessful retirement system

the teacher may establish the habit of regularly investing a

part of his income for the purpose of improving his effective-

ness in the classroom through study and travel without the

fear of endangering the comfort of his declining years.

It increases the child's respect for the teacher and

thereby makes his work more effective. The more worth

while things of life are caught, not taught, and much of the

benefit of teaching is lost if the child does not respect

his teacher. If the teacher is a financial failure as is so
often indicated by dependent old age the children can hardly

be expected to give the respect that is so vital to effective

instruction. Thus through increasing the child's respect

for the teacher, a sound retirement system would tend to

make the teacher's work more effective.
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The Teacher's Interest Is Vital

The teacher retirement system which promises most in

benefits to the public provides most in benefits to the

teacher. The public . and the teacher have a common interest

in retirement 'legislation. The public is interested because

of the greater efficiency in the classroom and the protection

children receive from superannuated teachers. The teacher

is anxious for the elevating effect that it has upon the

profession in general and for the benefits guaranteed him as

an individual. There is no conflict in these interests.

The plan which gives the greatest increase in efficiency to

the teaching body will, in the end, bring the greatest benefits

to the individual teacher. However, the teacher should

realize that the public often has little interest in the

benefits accruing to the teacher. The public may justifiably

take the attitude that it owes no one a living except as

payment for service rendered and so may reject retirement

plans advocated principally upon the basis of sympathy for

teachers as a group. It is a wise policy to draft retire-

ment legislation in the form that guarantees the greatest

possible returns to the public and to advocate its enactment

because of the benefits which will accrue to the children

from its enactment. It is of less importance to the public

that provision be made for the teachers' welfare than to

build an adequate system in order that teaching efficiency

may be increased. More progress in retirement will be made
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if this fundamental principle be followed and better

guarantees to teachers will result.

It is a professional duty of all teachers to support

any sound teacher retirement legislation. It is a generally

accepted fact that the primary purpose of teacher retirement

legislation is to increase the efficiency of the profession.

Therefore, it is the duty of every member to lend his pro-

fessional interest in every way to such legislation. A

sound retirement plan can entail no hardship upon any

teacher. If a member wishes to leave the profession his

deposits toward building up '_Zs annuity fund will be returned

to him. It requires no personal sacrifice even though the

teacher cannot continue in the profession until the age of

retirement. If a teacher or group of teachers fails to

support desirable retirement legislation such inaction will

probably make this proposed legislation difficult or impossi-

ble of enactment and result in harm to both teacher and child.

In the interest of advancement of the profession everyone in

it should give his support to the enactment of sound teacher

retirement legislation.

Every teacher has a direct personal interest in the

enactment of sound legislation. People often refuse to face

the facts. All human beings must look forward to old age.

Many teachers do not expect to keep on in the profession

when they first begin teaching. Many teachers who have given

their lives to the profession are practically destitute at
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the present time. Young people are prone to say, "That will
never happen to me." But it has happened to thousands who

have said the same thing. In the absence of a sound retire-
ment system there is a strong possibility that it will happen
to any teacher. No one can predict his future. It is as
likely to happen to a teacher as to a member of any other
group. A man or woman who marries and raises a family has

given "hostages to fortune ". At the time when he reaches

old age his dependents are cap ,ble of supporting him and
often men and women who raise a family are cared for in their
old age by their children. When the unmarried teacher has

reached old age, his dependents have usually ceased to exist
and this teacher must look elsewhere for protection and care
which these dependents might have given him. The possibility
of the unmarried teacher's becoming a public charge is
greater than for any other member of society. Teachers!

salaries usually do not permit very large savings, so that
absolute guarantee of a retirement law is necessary to insure
the teacher against unforeseen want and the child against a
teacher's incapacity through age. Every teacher, therefore,
has an interest in seeing that the extra hazard of dependence
in old age should be met by the enactment of a sound retire-
ment system.

A sound retirement system is based upon sound business

principles. It is based on a strong business proposition
in which two interested groups, the public and the teacher
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share the cost that brings benefit to both. The retire-

ment annuity is in no sense a gratuity or a matter of

charity. It is as much the teacher's property as the salary

that he receives during his period of active service. He

has earned it. It is deferred payments and so may be accepted

without question or hesitancy.

Excellent information is available to guide those who

draft retirement legislation. Teachers and teachers' com-

mittees should avail themselves of this information. A

large amount of exact data on the administration of teacher

retirement systems during the past generation is available

and should be used to guide those whose duty it may be to

draft retirement legislation. The mistakes of the past

should be avoided. Information of the various phases of

the subject should be obtained and the teacher, after

receiving the advice of experts in the field will be able to

give proper recommendations. A sound system of retirement

should be based upon generally accepted principles and should

avoid the errors that have brought unfortunate results in

many of the old, unsound pension systems. Teachers should

take an active part in educating the public regarding the

enactment of sound legislation.

There are still those among the general public so short-

sighted that they are unable to see the benefits that accrue

to the children from the enactment of sound teacher retire-

ment legislation. In spite of the small cost that an annuity
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plan adds to public expenditures, and the many savings which

it brings, they oppose all efforts to enact such legislation.

It is necessary to educate carefully such people as well as

those who more readily recognize its benefits.

In carrying on this important work and in actually

obtaining the enactment of legislation, teachers should

preserve a united front. Often the opponents of a sound

teacher retirement legislation have defeated such legislation

by arraying one group in the profession against another, such

as elementary teachers against secondary teachers, or beginning

teachers against those of experience. Whenever teachers allow

this to be done they are the losers. All teachers, no matter

what type of educational position they hold, should approach

the problem of retirement legislation in a spirit marked by

a willingness to accept reasonable compromises, and an ability

to see the other teachers' vi eJtjoint. There should be a

willingness to submerge nonessentials, individual likes and

dislikes, and individual interests to the larger benefits

that come to the profession as a whole from the enactment of

legislation based upon sound principles rather than upon the

desire to make special exceptions for any individual or

group in the profession. Controversial points should be

decided with the greatest possible fairness, and then all

should stand together. The readiness with which teachers

of any state or community accept and act upon these simple
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promoting the enactment of sound teacher retirement legis-

lation.

Arguments Against Pension Systems

Not all arguments are in favor of a pension system.

Teachers are not all in favor of the idea. They say that

taking a part of the salary that the teacher has earned,

forcing him to pay whether he wants to or not, is undemo-

cratic and unjust. It is unjust in that it takes funds

forcibly without consent. It is undemocratic in that contri-

butions are required of teachers who may later be candidates

for pensions while soldiers, sailors, policemen, firemen,

civil service workers and others who likewise later may be

candidates for pensions are not required to contribute.

This contention is without sound basis of support,

because nothing is taken from the teacher. A part of the

salary is withheld and kept in trust for him. Whenever he

withdraws from the service or is disabled the deposits with

interest become available to the owner. No direct loss will

ever come to any teacher.

Some have opposed a pension system because it adds to

the taxes of the already overburdened taxpayer. Any advance

of governmental function could be opposed on the same basis.

If taxes were adjusted according to ability to pay the

charge of burden would be needless. In any event the
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properly constructed retirement system costs only about

five per cent of the total amount spent for education.

This sinks into insignificance when the savings incident

to the system are considered, and disappears entirely when

the benefits are weighed.



CHAPTER III

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF A SOUND SYSTEM

In the study of teacher retirement systems certain

definite principles considered fundamental have been con-

sidered basic in any sound system. A summary of these

fundamentals is given herewith.

Retirement Board

The administration of the retirement system should be

in the hands of a carefully selected retirement board, pro-

vided for in the retirement law, and representative of both

the teachers and the public. The method of appointment or

selection should be such as to secure a high type of per-

sonnel.

Some writers recommend the creation of a special board

to oversee the affairs of the system, while others would

entrust this duty to the board of education. Studensky

suggests that while the state board of education or some

similar agency may serve as a retirement board if their

duties do not require so much of their time that they can-

not give the fund the time and attention required, it is

often desirable to have a board specially appointed for
9

this purpose. It is generally agreed that when a special

9- Studensky, On. Cit., p. 157.
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board is appointed repre- sentation of both teacher and public

should be obtained. It has been suggested that seven mem-

bers is a satisfactory number on the board, and that the

teachers! representatives be elected at large from the

members of the system for periods of sufficient length to

give them familiarity with the problems handled. Related

departments of the state should be represented on the board.

In Arizona, California, Nevada, Rhode Island, and Vir-

ginia the state board of education oversees the business of

the retirement system. In the District of Columbia the

Commissioners of the District administer the system. The

number of members of the special retirement boards of the

other states vary from three to seven. The educational in-

terests of the state are usually represented by the chief

state school official. Most of the boards include repre-

sentatives of the teachers, sometimes being appointed by

the governor but more often elected by the members. They

serve from two to six years.

Membership

Membership should be compulsory for teachers entering

the service after the enactment of the retirement law and

optional for teachers now in the service. Some have felt

that compulsory membership is practically a confiscation of

salary and infringement of individual rights. On the other

hand, others say, optional membership permits delay in join-

ing the system until too late and permits a very unstable
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9
financial policy._ Some have suggested that beginning

teachers be exempt from membership until they reach a
10

certain age or have given a certain period of service.

Compulsory membership is thought to simplify financing
11

and makes the system more effective. A retirement system

is primarily an efficiency measure. It provides against

any likelihood of teachers becoming inefficient because of

old age and continuing in the service. If membership is

optional this benefit to the schools will be at least

partially lost.

Early entrance is desirable for other reasons. First,

it tends to stabilize the profession and give the teacher

a professional attitude. This is true because a definite

retirement plan provides a permanent career rather than a

transient occupation. Second, if the teacher begins his

deposits at an early age, a lower rate of deduction of

salary will provide a larger retirement allowance; funds

have a longer period in which to accumulate and the com-

pound interest effect is increased. The fact that pay-

ments are increased in proportion to the delay of entrance

acts as a deterrent. Third, young people are not prone to

look upon old age with seriousness and often fail to make

provision before too late. Hence, compulsory membership

9- Ibid., pp. 154 -155.
10- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.

19th Annual Report of the President and Treasurer.
1924. pp., 141- 142.

11- Studensky, OD. Cit., p. 157.
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is desirable. Fourth, membership under a retirement

pension plan early establishes a habit of thrift, much

needed in American life today. Fifth, teachers already in

service guarantee, by becoming members, that all teachers

can be retired upon reaching the age limit. Sixth, the

deposits made by a teacher are returnable to him if he

leaves the service before retirement, and he loses nothing

besides getting a valuable lesson in wise thrift. Seventh,

an adequate reserve is built up even if the turnover of

membership is high.

Some have suggested that teachers already in the

service should by the act be made members of the system

unless they file a specific request for exemption. Some

objections have been made against requiring immediate

entrance of all new teachers, but although there are some

arguments to support this attitude, the weight of evidence

is against it. This will perhaps be more readily appreci-

ated when we remember that the system is primarily for the

benefit of the schools and the public and secondarily for

the benefit of the individual teacher.

The more general practice is to make membership

compulsory for all new teachers as one of the conditions

of their employment and to allow those already in the ser-

vice an option as to membership. This seems necessary in

order that the system may reach its full effectiveness.

The option should be exercised in a reasonably short
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12
time.

Vermont is the only state of all the states that have

contributory teacher membership that leaves it to the option

of all teachers whether or not they become members. Twenty -

one other states have compulsory memberda ip for all begin-

ning teachers with optional membership for those teachers

already in the service when the system was adopted.

Costs Shared

The public and the teacher should, during the period

of service, make approximately eoual deposits. The cost

of a retirement system should be borne by the public as well

as by the teacher. Benefits are received by both; cost

should be shared by both. Some writers conclude that it

makes little difference how the fund is raised, since

payments made by the employer are in time absorbed in the
13

salary scale. Some say that pension systems should be

financed entirely from public funds because of the sim-

plicity of organization and ease of administration. Ob-

jections to this are: (a) the increased tax burden on the

state already overburdened; (b) teachers have little or no

12- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
Bull. #12 1918. pp. 48, 49.
Research Bull. of the N.E.À. May 1928. Vol. VI. No. 3
"The Advance of the Teacher Retirement Movement." p.153

Prosser, Charles A. and Hamilton, W.T. - -The Teacher
and Old Age. pp.76, 77.

13- Pritchett, Op. Cit., p. 9
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control over the system; and (c) in th8 end pension pay-
14

ments are placed in the undesirable light of a gratuity.

Some argue that teachers alone should finance the plan.

By so doing they have a larger control and can more adequately

protect their interests. The independence and morale of the

teacher is preserved, and during financial stress the plan

is protected from undue criticism. Others contend that this

plan puts too heavy a financial burden on the' individual_- and

benefits accrue to the employer at the sole expense of the

employee. Further hardships are impósed under this system

on teachers with long service records at the time the system
15

becomes effective.

The plan of having both the public and the teacher

contribute to the pension fund is favored on several bases.

First, it provides for joint contributions for the benefit

of both parties. Second, it provides more adequate benefits.

Third, it simplifies the problem of providing for teachers

with prior-service records. Fourth, it builds up a feeling

of cooperation between employer and employee. Fifth, it

eliminates the demoralizing influences of a straight pension

14- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
17th Annual Report of the President And Treasurer. 1922
pp. 123 -4.

Studensky, Op. Cit., pp. 50, 119 -20.
15- Ibid., p. 118 -119.

Meriam, Lewis -- Principles Governing the Retirement of
Public Employees. pp. 92, 93, 430.
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plan. Sixth, it provides the important element of con -
16

tractual security.

Out of twenty -four statewide teacher retirement systems

operating in 1930 nineteen are jointly- contributory, support-

ed jointly by contributions from the state and deposits by

the teachers; three are supported by teachers' deposits only;

and two are free pensions supported by the state. Arizona

is one of the latter type. This shows conclusively the ten-

dency is toward joint contribution.

Annuities

Table II shows how the plan of contributions by both

teachers and public actually works and how the annuity grows.

In this table we have a teacher joining the retirement system

who is receiving a salary of $1200 (column 2). He contributes

five per cent of his salary (column 3) the first year and

five per cent of each secceeding year's salary. The amount

of the teacher's annual contri bution, five per cent of his

salary, is given in column 4. The accumulated value of the

teacher's contributions, plus interest at four per cent is

given in column 5. In this instance it is $5092 at the end

of thirty years of service. This sum alone is sufficient to

16- Studensky, Op. Cit. , pp. 121, 122.
Almack, John C. and Lang, Albert R. -- Problems of the
Teaching Profession. pp. -266, 269.

Cubberly, Ellwood P. --State School Administration.
p, 661.
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.guarantee a teacher an annual income of $384 beginning at

the age of fifty -five and continuing for the rest of his

life, as is shown at the foot of the table.

The State's deposits are figured in columns 6 to 8.

They begin at two per cent of the teacher's salary and in-

crease to a maximum of nine per cent (column 6) . The sums

contributed each year by the state, and their accumulative

value plus interest, are shown in columns 7 and 8. At the

end of thirty years the state's deposits are worth % 5233.

This sum alone will guarantee a teacher an annual income of

$395 beginning at the age of fifty -five and continuing for

the rest of his life, as is given at the foot of the table.

Column 9 shows the accumulated value of both deposits,

the teacher's and the state's, the figure in each case being

the sum of the amounts given in columns 5 and 8. The to ábh-

er's annuity fund from both his own and the state's deposits

is worth ,510,325 at the end of thirty years service. Thi s

sum will guarantee him an annual income of V7'79 beginning

at the age of fifty -five and continuing for life, as is

shown at the foot of the table.

The retirement allowances at age fifty after twenty -

five years' service and at sixty after thirty -five years'
17

service are also given at the foot of the table.

17- Research Bull. of the N.E.A. Vol. I1 No. 3 May 1924
pp. 72 -73.



TABLE II *HOW A TEACHER'S RETIREMENT FUND IS BUILT UP-- AND -THE

:Salary
:Years of :teacher
:Service :year

. 1
1

: 2
. 3
: 4
: 5
: 6
: 7
: 8
: 9

10
11

: 12
: 13
. .4
: 15
: 16
: 17
: 18
:: 19
: 20
: 21
: 22
: 23
: 24
: 25

26
27:

: 28
. 29
: 30
. 31
: 32
: 33
: 34

35
T

. 2
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900

: 2000
: 2000
: 3000
: 2000
: 2000
: 2000
. 2000
: 2000
. 2000
. 2000
. 2000

2000
. 2000
. 2000
; 2000
; 2000
. 2000
. 2000
. 2000
. :MOO
. 2000
. 2000
. 2000
. 2000
. 2000

2000
2000

RETIREMENT ALLOWANCE IT GUARANTEES.

of :% of salary :Amt. paid :value oi'
each :paid by tea -:each year by :accu. Pay'ta. :!

:cher each :teacher :by teachers
:year :4% int.

:

Per cent of: Amount paid
teachers' : each year by
sa1ary de- : State
posited by :
State

:1 Value of accu.
pay'ts. by.

. State
: 4% int.

: Total value of
accu. Pay'ts. -:M

of both the :

Teacher and State:
: 4% int.

3 4 . 5 i 6 8

5 60 60 2.00 24 84

5 65 127 2.25 29 54- 181
5 70 202 2.50 35

'41
91 293

5 75 285 2.75 136 421

5 80 376 3.00 48 189 565
5 85 476 3.25 55 252 728
5 90 585 3.50 63 325 910
5 95 703 3.75 ,71 409 1112,,

5 100 831 4.00 800 505 1336
5 100 964 4.25 85 610 1574
5 100 1103 4.50 90 '724 1827.
5 100 : 1247 4.75 95 848 2095
5 100 1397 5.00 100 982 2379
5 100 . 1553 5.25 105 1126 2679
5 100 . 1715 5.50 110 1281 2996
5 100 1884 5.75 115 1447 3331
5 loo . 2059 6.00 120 1625 - 3684 .

5 100" 2241 6.25 125 1815 4056
5 100 2431 6.50 130 2018 4449 :

5
5

100
100

. 2628
2833

6.75
7.00

135
140

2234
`

4862
5296

5 100 3046 145 2707 5753
5 100 . 3268 7.50 150 2965 6233
5 100 : 3499 7.75 155 3239 6738
5 100 : 3739 '8.00 160 3529 7268
5 100 . 3980 8.25 165 3835 7824
5 100 4249 8.50 170 4158 8407
5 100 : 4519 8.75 175 4499 9018
5
5

100
100

:

:

4800
5092

;9.00
9.00

180
180

4859
5233

9659
10325

5 100 : 5396 9.00 180 5622 11018
5 100 : 5712 9.00 180 6027 11739
5 100 : 6040 9.00 180 6448 12488 .

5 100 : 6382 9.00 180 6886 13268
5 100 . 6737 9.00 180 7341 14078

Sources of Retirement Annuity

Annual
:.25 years'
: at a of

Income
service

ruar_alltQed if Re+i rpr9 Affar
s 3 t0yeárs service , 35 years sërvice

at
3

1 From Teachers' Deposits
From State's Deposits

1254

240
$384
395

578
630

Retirement Allowance 0494 9 0
Total Annual
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Deposits And Payments Stated

The deposits to be made by the public and the teacher

should be definitely stated in the law which creates a

retirement system, subject to revision by the retirement

board in accordance with future actuarial investigation.

It should state the method whereby the payments made by

the teacher-and the public are to be determined. If this

is done the exact amount of the fund which is being built

up is known, it can be depended upon, and its expenditures

planned accordingly.

Teacher's contributions to pension funds take one of

two forms; either a flat sum or a percentage of salary.

They are sometimes graded on the basis of service. or age.

A flat sum deposit makes for simplicity and security, re-
18

adjustment of rates not being necessary. Opponents of

the flat rate point out that the deposit is often too

small to provide an adequate allowance, and that it is not

sufficiently flexible to meet changing economic conditions.

There are three advantages of the percentage of salary

plan. First, the deposit is automatically adjusted to in-

crease of salary. Second, the employer's contributions

bear a constant ratio to the payroll. Third, the allowance

reflect &- length of service. Objections to this plan are:

18- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
15th Annual Report of the President and Treasurer. 1920
p. 90

19- Shaw, Albert M.--"Retirement Allzrance s ." Nat'l League
of Teachers' Associations. Bull. 12:19 -20. p. 21
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First, adjustments in .rates of contribution are necessary

from time to time. Second, the administration of the
20

system is more complicated.

Percentage of salary deposits vary. In Connecticut,

Maine and Wisconsin five per cent is required. (The writer,

in conversation with R. L. Welch of the State Department

of Vocational Education of Wisconsin was told that his

criticism of the system in Wisconsin was that the amount

taken from the salary was not large enough. Mr. Welch

was very much in favor of the plan.) In New York and Ohio

four per cent is taken. In Virginia one per cent only is

taken. In Michigan, one per cent is required for five years

or less; five to fifteen years, two per cent; fifteen years

or more, three per cent. In North Dakota the teacher de-

posits one per cent per annum for each of the first ten

years and two percent for each successive year up to the

close of twenty -five years of service.

Flat sum deposits are twelve dollars in California and

Nevada. One dollar for each month not to exceed nine for

which compensation is received is the amount exacted in

Montana. In Illinois, five dollars deposit is recui red

each year for ten years; from ten to fifteen years, ten

dollars; from fifteen up to twenty -five years thirty

20- Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
17th Annual Report of the President and Treasurer. 1922.
D. 124.

Meriam, Lewis, 02. Oit., pp. 128, 144 -5.
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dollars per year must be paid. Minnesota requires five

dollars per annum for the first five years, ten dollars

for the second five years, twenty dollars for each of the

next ten years, with thirty dollars for the last five years

to complete the twenty -five year service period. Washing-

ton requires twelve dollars per annum for the first ten

years, twenty -four dollars for each of the second ten years,

and thirty -six dollars per year for each year over twenty

until the deposits total $720.

This illustrates the varying practices of the states

in this regard.

Some writers suggest that the pension act should name

a specific table of mortality, and also the rate of interest

on accumulations. The better method seems to be that contri-

butions be determined by a description of the method of

ascertaining the amount, and not by tables and figures

quoted in the law, which do not adjust automatically as

condit ions change.

As regards state payments to the retirement fund, in

two -thirds of the systems relatively definite provision is

made for the receipt of public funds. However, because of

the fact that in some states the teacher retirement fund

receives no support from the state because of the fact that

the retirement act does not clearly provide for such income,

it seems highly desirable that a definite statutory provi-

sion should be made in all new laws.
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A study of the retirernent acts of the states shows

that with the exception of Maine, and Indiana, the mortality,

service, or other tables are left to the board of control,

under actuarial advice. In Hawaii, Maryland and Pennsyl-

vania the act includes a state guarantee.

Deposits And Payments Concurrent

There are two plans followed in financing pension

systems for teachers- -the cash disbursement and the

actuarial reserve plan. Under the cash disbursement plan

appropriations are made for the benefits at the time they

become due. (Arizona's present system is operated in this

way.) Under the actuarial plan calculations are made ahead

of time as to the costs involved, and deposits and payments

adjusted so as to provide the reserves required to pay the

benefits as they become due. Writers on the subject usually

favor the actuarial reserve plan because only through build-

ing up reserve by regular payments over a period of years,

will members of a pension system be assured that funds will

be available when allowances are due. Further by using the

interest accumulations, the total appropriations required

will be reduced approximately one -half as compared with
21

the cash disbursements.

Some argue against the actuarial reserve system because

21- Ibid., p. 334-5
Almtick, ©p. Cit., p. 269.
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they say it is complicated, expensive, and provides oppor-

tunity for loss through bad investments, dishonesty in ad-
22

ministration, or political manipulation..

In most states where they have teachers t pensions,

state funds are regularly provided for the payment of re-

tiring allowances to teachers.

Provision should be made for regular deposits by the

teacher and regular payments on the part of the state,

concurrently with the time the teacher is in public ser-

vice. As a result of a lack of such deposits many old

systems have large accrued liabilities and the legislature

hesitates to appropriate sufficient sums to cover it. Then

too, if it is not regularly paid, future sums will be greatly

increased because of the loss of interest. In most systems

the interest earnings of the state's deposits are consider-

ably larger than the actual deposit.

It should always be insisted that regular payments by

the state be required. The state should live up to the

requirements of the law as well as it requires the teacher

to live up to it.

Individual Accounts

Sums deposited by a teacher should be kept in trust

by the board in an individual account. This will prevent

the using of deposits of one teacher for paying the annuities

22- Meriam, 02.. Cit., pp. 336, . 346.
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of another. Each individual should be certain that his

annuity contract is an inviolable contract between solvent

parties. He can be given this assurance only 'when his

deposits are set aside in a trust fund for him.

All rights to any money deposited should be retained

by the teacher if he leaves the service before the regular

retirement age, or by his estate if he dies.
.

Upon the theory that the teacher's deposits are a

savings account they should be turned over to his estate

upon his demise. The deposits are a fund, belonging to
23

the teacher and therefore a part of his estate.

The tendency seems to be growing in of

refunds either in case of withdrawal from service or death

before retirement. At present thirteen states provide for

payment of deceased teachers' deposits with interest to 'his

estate or to his beneficiar-. Seven states make no provision

for such payment and two states provide for a return of part

of the deposits.

The teacher's deposits should be looked upon as a trust

fund which belongs to the teacher, and as a means whereby

every teacher is able to build up an estate. Under no cir-

cumstances should a teacher forfeit his rights in this trust

I.1.., p. 59
Research Bull. of the N.E.A. May 1928. Vol. VI No.3. p.155
Cubberly, 22. Cit. , 662.
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching
17th Annual Report of the President and Treasurer. 1922.

.p. 125
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fund. It should be tax exempt and should be preserved

from garnishment or attachment of any kind.

Authorities generally agree that the teacher's depos-

its should be considered a savings account until the amount

is transferred into the retirement fund at the time of

retirement upon an annuity. Because of this attitude teach-

ers' deposits should be available in case a teacher leaves
24

the service prior to retirement.

Some have argued against withdrawal of deposits be-

cause they say it tends to encourage resignation as a means

of obtaining funds to meet temporary financial difficulties.

In thirteen of the retirement systems a teacher's

deposits may be withdrawn in full following resignation

or dismissal, either in a lump sum or in instalments.

Some allow the return in the form of an annuity. In six

cases only a part, usually one -half, is returnable. In

three states, California, Montana, and Virginia, the teach-

er cannot withdraw any part of his deposits upon leaving

the system prior to retirement.

Guarantees

Retirement ages and rules should be defined and ad-

min:istered 's© as to retain teachers during efficient service

24- Ibid., p. 125.
Almack, (la. Cit., p. 269.
Cubberly, 0. Cit., p. 662.
Meriam, Op. Cit., pp. 221, 229.
Research Bull. of N.E.Â. May 1928. Vol_. VI. #3. p. 155
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and provide for their retirement when old age or disability

makes satisfactory service no longer possible. The retire-

ment allowance should be sufficient to enable the retiring

teacher to live in reasonable comfort, thereby removing

the temptation to remain in the classroom beyond the period

of efficient service. The teacher should be assured a

certainty of a pension allowance sufficient for the main-

tenance of a respectable standard of living.

In some systems a flat s-_ÿß is paid all retiring teach-

ers. In support of this plan it is argued that it is

simple to operate, and does not call for adjustments in

rates of contributions if properly set up at the beginning.

Opponents to this plan say it does not reflect changes in

the purchasing power of the dollar, it is i necuitable, is

not conducive to retirement, and renders the teaching
25

profession unattractive.

Under other systems the allowance paid on retirement

is proportional to the salary. This plan is defended on

the basis of being more equitable, the amount gives a

greater incentive to retire and this keeps open the paths

of promotion, and automatically adjusts to changes in salary
26

or living costs.

25- Studensky, 22. Cit., p. 65.
Meriam, Up. Cit., p. 396.

26- Ibid., pp. 126-7, 140-1.
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Those opposed to this plan of relating the amoúnt of

the allowance to the salary object because they say minor

adjustments in rates of contribution are continually neces-

sary, that the administration of the system is complicated,
27

and that a fluctuating element is always present.

Arizona, California, Illinois, Minnesota, Montana,

Nevada, and Washington each have flat benefits. Arizona's

pension is paid entirely by the state. In the other states

the amounts paid by the state and by the teacher are not

definitely prescribed. The other states having pensions

generally provide an annuity from the accumulated deposits

of the teacher and a pension from the accumulated payments

of the state. The pensions in Hawaii, Maryland, New Jersey,

New York, North Dakota, and Pennsylvania represent a fraction

of the average annual salary over the five or ten years

preceding retirement. In Connecticut, Massachusets, and

Ohio, the pension equals the annuity purchased by the teach-

er's deposits. In other states deposits of the teacher

are combined with the payments of the state to provide ,an

annuity equal to half of the average annual salary for the

last five years preceding retirement. A number of states

also provide that retiring teachers shall receive not less

than a prescribed minimum amount. This assures an adequate

allowance to teachers with a prior -service record.

27- Ibid., pp. 128-37, 146-7.
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At the time of the establishment of any pension system

there will be a group of teachers who have already given

varying periods of service and who will be eligible for

regular retirement immediately or within a relatively short

time. Tow to handle these is one of the most difficult

problems in retirement legislation. The effectiveness of

a pension system requires that provision must be made for

present teachers as well as new entrants. It is just as

necessary that the old teachers be retired when the need

arises as it is that the new teachers be removed when their

usefulness has ceased. Teachers with a large number of

years of prior service to their credit cannot assume the

entire cost of providing for their retirement, and because

of the short time in which to accumulate reserves, will

receive little assistance from interest. Unless special

provision for meeting prior -service obligations is made

and funds provided to finance the retirement of members

with prior service the whole system will rest upon a very
28

insecure financial foundation.

The amount necessary to liquidate a state's obligation

for prior service is usually so large that it is necessary

to spread the cost over a number of years. Annual appropri-

ations may be made to pay the prior -service pensions due each

year, without reserves being set up. The great disadvantage

28- Ibid., D. 443
Research Bull. of N.E.A. Vol. VI. #3. May 1928. p.156.
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of this procedure is that the load is unevenly distributea

and reaches its highest amount several years later. Another

system provides for annual appropriations as just outlined

with additional amounts set aside as partial reserve against

future increase in payments. This helps distribute the

cost more evenly over a considerable number of years. The

deficiency may be discharged by means of equal annual in-

stalments over the period selected. The advantage of this

method is that each year's taxes carry the same load and
29

interest reduces the total of appropriation necessary.

The absence of funds to meet prior -service obligations

has in a number of cases let to insolvency. Thirteen

states, -- Connecticut, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Indiana,

Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Vermont, and Wisconsin, now make certain extra

payments to their retirement funds on account of teachers

with previous service. In seven states, -- District of

Columbia, Hawaii, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, and

Pennsylvania, the general practice seems to be to allow the

teacher, in addition to the pension due for service subse-

quent to establishment of the retirement system, a fraction

of his final salary multiplied by the number of years of

prior service credited to him. The practice varies in

29- Studensky, OD. Cit., pp. 122, 128, 129.
Me ri am, P12. C it . , p. 443.
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'other states.

In order that a pension system may be financially

sound as it affects the payment of allowances based on

service prior to the inauguration of the system, it is

necessary that the provisions for such payment should be

definitely provided in terms of an exact estimate of the

obligations involved. Unless this is done grave fears for

the success of the venture are justified.

The public should have the guarantee that teachers

will be retired as soon as their work becomes ineffective

because of advanced age or disability without embarrassment

to anyone. On the basis of efficiency some retirement

systems place a compulsory retirement age, beyond which
30

teachers are not to remain in service.

Nine of the twenty -four states having retirement acts

specify 70 years as the age of compulsory retirement. The

most common argument against compulsory retirement is that

in exceptional cases it causes retirement of experienced
31

teachers whose competency is apparent.

In the last analysis the benefit to the boys and girls

of our schools is of first importance for they are the ones

to suffer if teachers are retained after old age has im-

paired their effectiveness.

777-517777177-'394-395.
31- Lord Derby -- "Retirement For Age".

22 :84. July 18, 1925.
School and Society
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Disability

The retirement system should provide for the immedi-

ate retirement of disabled teachers.. This provision should

become effective for all teachers after they have been

members for a reasonable period of years.

To insure efficiency it has been found desirable to

provide for disability prior to the time of regular retire-
32

ment.

The cost of protection against disability is a com-

paratively small per cent of the total cost of a retire-

ment system, especially when proper standards of physical

condition are enforced at the time of entering the profes-

sion. The state and individual should share the expense

of disability and the benefits must be scaled below super -
33

annuation allowances as a necessary safeguard.

The practice among the more recently established

systems is to provide disabled teachers with an annuity

representing the actuarial equivalent of the teachers s

accumulated deposits together with a pension from the state

to bring the total disability allowance up to an amount

proportional to the length of service. Maryland and New

Jersey are examples of this. The amounts for disability

- Me ri am, 22. it., pp . 172, 174.
Research Bull. of N.B.A. Vol. Vi. f3. May 1928. p.155.
a'Audensky, 22. Oit., p. 78.

33- Ibid. , p. 81.
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range from $200 to ¢75O or from 25 to 30 per cent of the

salary.

Some writers hold that the first years of service

are in the nature of an apprenticeship, and hence hold
34

that a minimum period of service should be required.

Meriam questions the practicality of this requirement

because he says the interests of efficiency require
35

immediate retirement of the disabled.

It is generally agreed that the granting of disability

allowances should be made only after a reliable medical

examination of the applicant, followed by periodic re-
36

examinations to test the continuance of the disability.

A study of state systems shows that from five to

twenty years service is required before disability benefits

will be allowed, and most of this, if not all, must be in

the state. The applicant must also be under the age limit,

generally the minimum age for superannuation retirement,

and must have made a certain number of deposits to the

credit of the retirement fund. Fourteen of the twenty -four

states require the applicant to take a medical examination

34- Cubberly, 02. Cit., p. 662.
Hauseman, Ida E.-- "A' Preparatory Program for Retirement
Legislation." Educational Review. May 1927. 73:285

Research Bull. for the N. E. A.-- "The Advance of the
Teacher Retirement Movement." May 1928. Vol. V.I. #3
p. 155.

35- Meriam, '22. Cit., p. 189.
36- Ibid., p. 401.

Studensky, 02. Cit., pp. 78 -79.
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and the others require satisfactory proof of disability.

Arizona requires that the applicant must have given twenty

. years of service in ..Arizona, and may be declared disabled

only after medical examination.

Options

The teacher should have the opportunity to select the

manner in -which he will receive the benefits represented

by the accumulated value of his deposits and the state's

payments. Since the teacher's deposits make up a savings

account it would seem that he should be permitted to exercise
37

option in the settlement of his own benefits. Meriam

suggests that options may result in the selection against
38

the system, and thereby increase the cost.

Three for= of settlement may be had by the teacher

under existing laws. They are: to receive a straight life

annuity; or provide his beneficiary with an allowance; or

receive a lump sum for the beneficiary. If this last method

is selected the beneficiary must seek advice on the invest-

ment of the amount. Where the amount due is too small to

purchase a substantial annuity, the lump sum would seem

37- Cubberly, Op. Cit., p. 662.
Research Bulletin of the N. E. A. - -1 °The Advance of the
Teacher Retirement Movement." Vol. VI #3, May 1928.
p. 149 -204.

Meriam, Op. Cit., pp. 85, 274 -78.
38- Ibid. , p. 276.
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preferable. The main principle seems to be to preserve

flexibility and to permit the employee to determine with -
39

in reasonable limits how the benefits should be applied.

Twelve of the present retirement systems offer options.

Rights

The public should guarantee active teachers all the

rights they have had under a previous system, which are

reasonable. It should guarantee retired teachers the

allowance promised under the previous system at the time

of their retirement. The promises made by the old system

must be given careful consideration. Money for this should

be provided fer out of the funds of the old system, or, if

these be, inadequate, from public funds. In no case should

the teachers enrolling in the new system be called upon to

finance the obligations created by the old.

Although the total cost of paying the retirement allow-

ances promised under a former system may be considerable, the

appropriation required in any one year will probably be com-

paratively small when met through a sinking fund or reserve

arrangement.

Actuarial Investigations

The amounts to be paid into the reserve funds in

order to guarantee the benefits and the other features of

39- Ibid., pp. 377-3.
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a sound system of retirement bust be based upon past ex-

perience, detailed facts, and actuarial calculations. These

calculations constitute the best estimate as to what amounts

and rates should be fixed. From time to time it may be

necessary to change and revise these rates but no changes

should be made unless based upon actuarial evaluation. When

this evaluation has been made such changes as are recommended

should be made at once.

A periodic actuarial investigation of the retirement

system is recognized as a very desirable practice because

it guarantees the financial soundness of the retirement

fund. The amounts to be paid into the reserve funds in

order to guarantee the benefits promised are based upon

careful actuarial calculations, and it may be necessary to

revise these estimates from time to time in order to pre-
40

serve the financial soundness of the system.

In eleven of the twenty -four state -wide retirement

systems, actuarial investigation is regularity provided

for. In most cases the first investigation is provided

for within three years after the system is established

and within five -year periods thereafter.

Reciprocal Relations

It should be possible for a teacher to render service

0- Research Bull. of the N.E.A. May 1928. Vol. VI.
p. 155.
Meriam, 0D. Cit., pp. 353, 355, 437.
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in any state of the Union without being penalized by a

reduced retirement allowance due to change of service

from one jurisdiction to another. This, of course, de-

pends upon the complete cooperation of all states. All

their systems must be made sound.



CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION OF CERTAIN PENSION SYSTEMS

In considering the pension systems of various states

one is impressed with the similarities and identities of the

experiences of the different states. A few systems reviewed

herewith will suffice for the whole as a detailed evaluation

of all systems is beyond the purposes of this discussion.

The evaluation will be made under the following headings:

(1) Management, (2) Membership, (3) Funds, (4) Pensions,

(5) Other A General Summary.

The average system with its weaknesses is well illus-

trated in the Connecticut teacher retirement system. So this

system is reviewed and failings indicated. The trends of

improvements are distinctly shown in a statement of condi-

tions in Minnesota, Virginia, California, and Michigan.

The more satisfactory and up -to -date systems are illustrated

with a review of the New Jersey and New York City plans.

Connecticut

The management of the Connecticut Teachers' Retirement
41

System is vested in a retirement board consisting of five

members. Compulsory membership is provided for all teachers

entering the state service after July 1, 1917. There are

41- Conn. State Laws. Chapt. 57 General Statutes 1918.
Chapters 61, 83, 261, 270, 318, Public Acts, 1919. Chapt.
358, Public Acts, 1921.



three funds -- expense, annuity, and pension. The expense

fund is borne by the state. The annuity fund is made up of

teachers' contributions. Each member contributes annually

five per cent of his salary with a minimum of $25 and a

maximum of $100. The pension fund, based on estimates from

the retirement board, is appropriated yearly by the legis-

lature. The state appropriates at retirement a sum equal

to the teacher's accumulated savings which, together with

the teacher's contributions and interest, is used to purchase

a life annuity. To teachers in service at the time of enact-

ment the state matches the annuity purchased by the teacher's

savings. Also, if necessary, the state provides an addition-

al pension to provide a total allowance with a minimum of

$350. Thus the state's portion of the pension paid to the

teacher is not on an actuarial basis as no sinking fund is

made to meet future pensions of the present teaching force.

A member may retire on attaining the age of 60 years

(retirement is compulsory at 70) after completion of 35

years of service, 20 of which were served in the public

schools of the state, 5 years of which were immediately

preceding retirement. If after 10 years of service in

the state the teacher is permanently disabled he will

receive a reduced pension depending in amount on the term

of his service. An annuity is paid the teacher from his

accumulated deposits in an amount equal to that which his

accumulations will purchase. The state matches this
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annuity. These payments are made only to teachers who

have received annuity payments from their accumulated say-.

ings. Refund of the teacher's accumulated savings with

interest is made to the teacher or his estate upon his with-

drawal either from death, resignation, or dismissal. The

provision made regarding teachers retired under a former

system is that for 40 years of service the teacher receives

a minimum pension of $500; for 35 years of service, a mini-

mum pension of $300.

The fundamental weaknesses of the Connecticut system

may be summarized as follows: (1) The contributions are

not graduated. (2) The benefits are inadequate except for

the average entrants. (3) The contributions of the state

are not on a reserve basis. (4) Actuarial investigations

are not provided..

Minnesota

The legislature of Minnesota passed a new retirement

fund law which revises the old one passed in 1915, and

becomes effective August 1, 1931. The main provisions are:

(1) The management is in the hands of a board of

trustees.

(2) Teachers under 25 years of age are exempt until

reaching that age, but may join under the age of 25.

(3) All teachers employed this year in the schools of

the state, to which the act applies, may join but are not
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required. The law is applicable to public schools.

(4) Payments by member teachers of 5 per cent of their

annual salary, no part of a salary above $2000 being counted.

(5) "Arrears" may be paid in whole or in part, basis

being 5 per cent of average salary for latest five years.

The state assists on arrears payments for years in excess

of 15 on a graduated plan.

(6) To retire, a member must teach 30 years or have

attained the age of 55. Option is then given between a

life annuity or one for a term of 15, 20, or 25 years. The

annuity is such sum as the member's savings, principal and

accumulated interest, will purchase. The state matches this

annuity. Disability retirement is granted after 15 years

of service.

(7) On ceasing to teach prior to retiring, the member

may withdraw all payments with interest. Similar option is
42

offered on retiring.

A summary of the fundamental weaknesses of the Minnesota

law follows: (1) Membership is compulsory for new teachers

only, which means that all teachers are not provided for.

This makes it probable that superannuated teachers will

become burdensome to either the school or the state and

perhaps to both. (2) The state's contributions are not on

a reserve basis. (3) No Actuarial investigations are

SocZety. .u7;ust 29, 1931.
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,provided.

Virginia

The retirement fund for teachers in Virginia suggested

by a retirement committee of the Virginia Educational Associ-

ation, Act of 1908, "to provide a retirement fund for public

school teachers" has failed because of unsound actuarial

basis. Virginia is seeking a new law this year (1932) .

Management is in the hands of the State Board of Education.

Membership is compulsory. It is proposed that teachers

pay 5 per cent of their salaries. The state would take

20 per cent of this amount for eight years to provide past

service annuities for teachers who soon will retire and to

provide disability allowances. The remaining 80 per cent

of each teacher's contributions would accumulate at interest
43

to purchase his own annuity.

'The Virginia committee has overlooked some vital factors

in the attempted revision of their law. To take a part of

one teacher's contributions to pay for the annuity of another

is fundamentally wrong. Such procedure cannot be justified.

It is the state's obligation to pay for past service annuities

and should not be thrust upon present teachers. The state

ought to provide a reserve fund to take care of past as well

as future service. They are also overlooking the provision

for actuarial investigations.

43- Ibid., 33 :745 -6. June 6, 1931.
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California

A California law passed in 1913, the state board of

education administering the details, provides an annual

salary of $500 to teachers retiring under the act. Any

teacher may qualify but he must have paid into the retire-

ment fund an amount equal to $1 per month for the full 30

years. He must have taught in the nation for these 30 years,

the last 15 of which were in California. A Commission for

the Study of Educational Problems appointed by the state

legislature outlines provisions for improving the present

law as follows:

(1) That the amount of retirement salary for teachers

in California be increased.

(2) That teachers be required to contribute yearly to

the retirement fund an amount equal to that of the state.

(3) That no plan be adopted and passed by the legisla-

ture which has not the approval of competent actuaries.

(4) That in making any changes in the present law or

in substituting therefor another measure, the interests of
44

present annuitants be fully safeguarded.

These suggestions if carried out would put the California

system on a sound basis and keep it up -to -date.

Michigan

The present law in Michigan is unsatisfactory because

44- Ibid., 33 :745 -6. June 6, 1931.
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the fund is inadequate and unsound. Present resources

equal less than 22 per cent of benefits promised. The

present retirement board feels the need of corrective

measures. A legislative commission worked out a tentative

set of principles for an adequate system, the main points

of which are as follows:

(1) Every teacher aged 25 or over shall be a member

except those in Detroit before taking effect of new system,

who may elect not to remain a member.

(2) Members shall contribute 5 per cent of current

salary. Voluntary deposits may be made at any time by or

on behalf of a member or teacher under 25 years of age.

State deposits shall also be made regularly.

(3) In crediting state deposits consideration should

be given to a recognition of teaching experience by making

the state deposit 22 per cent of the salary of the teacher

with one year or less experience, and increasing the state

deposits by 4 per cent for each added year of teaching

experience, but not to exceed twice the teacher's deposits

for the same year.

(4) Deposits by members and by state with interest

at the net rate earned, shall be credited to the individual

members, and be held as his property no part to be forfeited

in any case.

(5) After attaining 55 years of age and having ceased

to teach, on so electing a member shall be entitled to a
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retirement annuity which shall be that provided by a joint

accumulation from deposits by the member and the state

during the period of service. Such deposits shall in the

aggregate be approximately equal. Special provision shall

be made for a minimum annuity in recognition of service

prior to the adoption of the new system.

(6) .A teacher totally and permanently disabled after

5 years of service shall be entitled to a disability annuity

of $300; if so disabled after 10 years' service, 0400; and

if after 15 years! service, $500. When a disabled teacher

on receipt of a disability annuity becomes 60 years of age

the combined accumulated deposits shall be applied, as far

as is needed to purchase the disability annuity payable from
45

and after the age of 60.

These principles are based on sound theory and experience.

If put into a law, both the state of Michigan and its teach-

ers would be benefited. The fourth provision that deposits

made by state shall be deposited to the credit of the teach-

er is extremely liberal. This is usually not done until the

date of superannuation.

New Jersey

The New Jersey plan is typical of the best systems.

The preamble to the New Jersey law tells a significant

story and is quoted in full:

45- Ibid., 33:364-5. March 14', 1931.
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Preamble

Whereas, In the advancement of public policy there
has been established in this state a retirement
fund to which public school teachers are required
to contribute and which was designed to provide
an annuity to any member disabled after twenty or
more years of service, and the State has provided
a non -contributory pension for any teacher who
teaches thirty -five years; and

Whereas, After two years of investigation conducted
with the assistance of pension experts and actua-
ries employed by it, the Pension and Retirement
Fund Commission has found that the two retire-
ment systems conflict with each other in their
operation and thereby create embarrassment in the
administration of school affairs, and in many
instances give doublt retirement benefits to the
teachers, amounting on an average to more than
the salary received by the teachers when in
active service; and

Whereas, The actuary employed by the State Teachers'
Association and the actuary of the Commission both
report that the liabilities of the Teachers' Re-
tirement Fund are far in excess of its present and
prospective assets, which indicates that the con-
tributions of present teachers now retired, there-
by exhausted the funds which should be kept in
reserve for the berefit of present teachers, with
the result that a majority of those now contribut-
ing will be unable to receive the benefits promis-
ed under the fund; and

Whereas, Inasmuch as the State of New Jersey by
legislative enactment has compelled its teachers
to contribute to this fund which is in an unsound
financial condition, it is the duty of the
Legislature to correct as far as possible the
injustice and embarrassment occasioned by such
conditions, which are detrimental to the welfare
of the teachers and the school system; and

Whereas, It is recognized as an established State
policy that the teachers of our public-schools
should be given protection against disPb 7ity
and old age and that such protection should be
provided by a retirement system established on
a scientific basis that will truly advance the
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best interests of our educational system and
protect the future well -being of the teachers;
therefore,

I. The act to which this act is in amendment is
hereby amended. 46

This Act creates the "Teachers' Pension and Annuity Fund" to

be administered by a board of seven trustees with the powers

and privileges of a corporation. The membership of the board

of trustees consists of the Commissioner of Education, the

State Treasurer, one trustee appointed by the Governor, three

trustees elected from among the members, and one trustee not

a teacher nor a state officer. The expenses of administration

are borne by the state. Membership is compulsory.

The State contributes to the retirement fund for the

teachers entering the service since the enactment of the law,

sufficient to provide the pension due at the time of retire-

ment. This is determined by actuarial calculations at stated

intervals and is to be paid into the fund annually. For

teachers in the service at the time of the enactment of the

law the state makes annual contribution of a certain per cent

determined by actuarial calculation of the payroll to cover

cost of prior and future service.

Members of the system contribute to the retirement fund

an amount sufficient at the age of sixty -two to procure an

annuity of one-one hundred -fortieth (1/140) of the average

46- Chapter 80, Laws of 1919, as amended to 1922. New
Jersey Statutes.
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salary multiplied by the number of years of service. Prior

service is credited the teacher and paid for by the state.

The amounts so paid and credited are arrived at for each

individual by actuarial calculations.

Three benefits are provided. A superannuation retire-

ment optional at sixty -two to seventy and compulsory at

seventy years of age, after thirty -five years of service.

The teachers who have entered the service since the enact-

ment of the law receive an allowance amounting to one

one -hundred- fortieth (1/140) of his average salary multi-

plied by the number of years total service plus the annuity

in the actuarial equivalent of the teacher's accumulated

savings. This allowance must total at least $400 per year.

Teachers in service at the date of enactment of the

law will receive a pension of one one- hundred- fortieth (1/140)

of the average salary multiplied by the number of years of

membership service. In addition to this a present teacher

is allowed a further pension of one -seventieth (1/70) of

the average salary multiplied by the number of years of

prior service. In addition to these allowances from the

state an annuity from the teacher's contributions totaling

the actuarial equivalent of the teacher's accumulated savings

is given.

At the time of retirement any member may elect to

receive his retirement allowance payable throughout life,

or he may choose to receive the actuarial equivalent at that
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time of his annuity, his pension or his retirement allow-

ance in a lesser annuity, or a lesser pension, or a lesser

retirement allowance payable throughout life with one of

four options as follows:

First, if he dies before he has received in payments

the present value of his retirement allowance as it was at

the time of his retirement, the balance shall be paid to

his legal representatives.

Second, upon his death, his retirement allowance shall

be continued throughout the life of and paid to the person

he designates.

Third, upon his death, one -half of his retirement

allowance shall be continued throughout the life of and
J

paid to the person he designates.

Fourth, that some other benefit shall be paid to the

member or some one he designates, provided such benefit

together with the lesser retirement allowance shall be

certified by an actuary to be the equivalent actuarial

value to his retirement allowance.

In the case of disability after ten years of service

and before the regular superannuation retirement, the

following provisions are made: An allowance of the actua-

rial equivalent of the teacher's accumulated savings is

given. Added to this is a further pension of one -seventieth

(1/70) of the average salary multiplied by the number of

years of service. The sum of these allowances must not be
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300 per annum, and must not exceed nine- tenths

(9/10) of the rate of allowance had retirement been deferred

to the age of sixty -two. In the case of death the teacher's

estate or beneficiary receives the teacher's accumulated

savings. If the teacher resigns or is dismissed he receives

his accumulated savings.

The act also provides that the right of a teacher to

a pension, an annuity, or a retirement allowance, to the

return of contributions, or any benefit or right accrued

or accruing, to any person under the provisions of the act

are exempted from taxation and garnishment or attachment of

any kind nor is the interest assignable except as provided

in the act itself.

According to the criteria for teachers' retirement
47

plans set up by Palmer the New Jersey system fulfills all

standards of the ideal plan with the possible exception of

providing an allowance sufficient for ample subsistence.

The question of ample subsistence is debatable.

New York City

The New York City system which is another one that

approaches the ideal is the result of protracted and

searching discussion and of the greatest possible accommoda-

tion, through necessity, of the conflicting interests in-

volved. It is also the fruit of perhaps the most thorough

Pa mer, Cit., pp. 49.
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and painstaking study that has ever been applied to the

teacher's retirement problem.

The management is in the hands of a board of seven

members, the President of the Board of Education, the

Comptroller and two members appointed by the Mayor repre-

sent the City, and three members elected by the teachers.

All serve without compensation.

Membership is compulsory. Retirement is dependent

either upon age (voluntary at 65, compulsory at 70) or

length of service (35 years) or disability. The allowance

is made up of an "annuity" purchased by the teacher's con-

tributions and a "pension" supplied by the city. The full

amount of the contributions totals about half the average

salary for the past five years, but varies according to the

rate of advancement of members.

Several funds are set up each of which performs a dis-

tinct function. The "Annuity Savings Fund" , in which the

members contributions remain until retirement, performs the

functions of a savings bank, the contributions being returned

with four per cent compound interest to those who resign,

die, or are dismissed. On retirement this fund is transferred

to the "Annuity Reserve Fund" where certain insurance

features are added.

The City's contributions are paid into the "Contingent

Reserve Fund ". From this fund are paid certain death bene-

fits, and the purchase price of the pension allowed to
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members is transferred to the "Pension Reserve Fund No. 1"

from which latter fund the annual pensions are paid.

"Pension Reserve Fund No. 2" received the money remaining

from the old retirement fund. The city adds to this as is

necessary to pay those already on the pension roll when the

new law came into effect.

The "Expense Fund" pays the expenses of administration

of the system and receives all amounts appropriated by the

city for this purpose.

Contributions of new entrants are graded according to

age and sex so as to purchase an annuity equal to one -fourth

the average salary. In the case of the present teacher who

has not contributed during previous service and hence cannot

purchase the same annuity as new entrants, the difference

up to one-fourth of his salary is made up by the city as an

additional pension of one -thirty -fifth of one quarter of

the average salary for each year of previous service.

Contributions of members and the city are made concurrently

to build up the same reserve funds and annuities.

In the event of disability after ten years of service,

twenty per cent of the average salary is given as a "pension.

If a present teacher, an additional allowance of one

thirty -fifth of one quarter of bhe average salary for each

year previous service is added. In all cases the actuarial

equivalent of accumulated savings in an annuity is given.
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All contributions with compound interest at 4 per cent

are refunded to the teacher or assigns upon his resignation,

dismissal, or death.

After becoming eligible for retirement on half pay a

teacher still continuing in the service may withdraw the

annual interest on his accumulations or such part of the

principal as will not be required to provide him with an

allowance of half -pay on account of more advanced age and

consequent reduction in the cost of his annuity. At retire-

ment he may elect to receive the actuarial equivalent of his

pension and annuity in one of the following forms:

First, his regular annuity and pension.

Second, a reduced benefit with a provision that if he

dies before he has received the total value of his annuity

and pension, the balance shall be paid to his heirs or

assigns.

Third, reduced benefits covering two lives with a pro-

vision that upon the death of the teacher the same benefits

or one -half of such benefits shall be continued throughout

the life of such person as the teacher shall have designated.

Fourth, such other form of actuarial equivalent as may

be certified by the actuary and approved by the board.

.Actuarial investigations are to be made two years after

establishment of the system, three years after the first,

and every five years thereafter. On the basis of these
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investigations the Board adopts such mortality and other

tables as shall be necessary, certify the rates of contri-

butions necessary to pay the annuities provided in the bill,
48

and the rates of the City's contributions as well.

The New York City Fund has been and is considered

scientifically correct and has often been used as a model.

48- S tudensky, Q. Cit., p . 413.



CHAPTER V

A PROPOSED PENSION PLAN FOR ARIZONA

With the basic principles as outlined in mind and

profiting from the successes and failures of other state

systems the following plan for a pension system for Arizona

teachers is proposed. No attempt is made to word the law but

a statement is made of principles that should be incorporated

in it. .

Definitions

Definition of words and phrases peculiar to a retire -

ment system, showing the meanings intended in the act should

be provided for. The following are a few illustrations:

1. Retirement system is that plan that provides för the

retirement of teachers with a pension.

2. Retirement board is the administrative group which

attends to the operation of the system.

3. A present teacher is one already in the service at

the time the pension law goes into effect.

4. A new entrant is a teacher who enters the teaching

service after the law goes into effect.

5. Certified service refers to the number of years a

teacher has taught before he begins to teach under the pension

law, properly sworn to under oath and supported by other

evidence.
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6. Contributor is a teacher who contributes from his

salary -toto build up an annuity.

7. Beneficiary is the one who benefits from the pension.

8. Annuity is the part of the retirement allowance

made up of the teachers s contributions and the interest

thereon.

9. Accumulations are the total funds resulting from all

contributions, payments, interest, etc., from any and all

sources.

10. Final average salary is the average salary for the

last five years of service.

ll. Retirement allowance is the amount paid the contri-

butor or his beneficiary after retirement.

Establishment Of The System

The establishment of the system must be clearly indi-

catad, including name and date. It should be given the

powers and privileges of a corporation.

Administration

The general administration and the operation of the

retirement system shall be vested in a board of trustees.

The board shall establish rules and regulations for the

administration and transaction of its business and for the

control of the funds created, and shall perform such other

functions as are required for the execution of the provisions

of the retirement system. The membership of the board of
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trustees shall consist' of the State Superintendent of

Public Instruction, the State Treasurer, one member appointed

by the Governor of the State, three trustees elected from

among the members, one each year, and one trustee not a

teacher -nor an officer of the State, elected by the other

trustees. All except the ex- officio members are to serve

three years with the exception of the first term which shall

be so arranged that, successors will be appointed so as to

interfere as little as possible with the experienced per-

sonnel of the board. The Attorney -General of the State

shall be legal advisor of the board of trustees.

The board shall elect a chairman and appoint a secre-

tary, actuary, and such other employees as may be necessary

to transact the business of the retirement system. Members

of the board shall serve without pay, but shall be reimbursed

for necessary expenses in connection with their work of

serving on the board.

Membership

Membership of the system should be made to include all

teachers in the service at the time of enactment unless

they request in writing within a reasonable time to be ex-

cluded. All teachers entering the service after the passage

of the act shall automatically become members.

Prior Service

Statements of teachers' service prior to date of the
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system shall be provided for in the form of certificates to

be filed with the Retirement Board. Rules and regulations

regarding the determination of service to be credited and

service certificates to be issued should be carefully out-

lined. Teachers already in the service should be properly

provided for.

Funds

The act must create definite funds, provide accurately

for all contributions thereto, both by members and by the

State, and designate how the payments are to be made from

the funds. The annuity savings fund receives all contri-

butions made by the teachers. Members should contribute

five per cent of their salary each year. Individual accounts

must be kept and interest credited thereon as received.

The accumulations of this fund are to be made returnable to

the contributor in case of disability, withdrawal, or death

as provided hereafter. Upon retirement of the contributor

his accumulated contributions should be transferred to the

annuity reserve fund. This should be the fund from which

all annuities are to be paid. The pension accumulation fund

should be provided for the deposits made by the State. The

State's deposits should be made in such amounts as will

provide the necessary reserves, according to actuarial cal-

culations and mortality tables, to meet the State pension

obligations as provided hereafter. These deposits should
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be made concurrently with the deposits of teachers into this

fund, here to accumulate with interest and form the pension

reserve fund at the time of retirement of the member or at

the time of his withdrawal on account of disability or death

as provided in this plan. An expense fund should be pro-

vided for out of the annual appropriations from the State

to the State Department of Education and the expenses incident

to the administration of this act paid therefrom.

It will be noted that the totals of the annuity reserve

fund and the pension reserve fund form the basis of the

annual pension payment which is an annuity calculated by an

actuary. The annuity is such an amount that when deducted

from the principal and interest each year will use up the

total amount of the reserve funds together with yearly

interest on balances, by the end of the term in years of

the annuity. This annuity is composed of two parts, one

made up of interest and the other a repayment of the capital

or the combined total of the annuity reserve fund and the

pension reserve fund. To illustrate, let us assume that the

total of these two funds is $6335.70. This amount draws

interest at 4 per cent for one year. The annuity is then

deducted from the total amount plus the interest, and is

computed as follows:
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Total of annuity reserve and pension reserve
funds $6335.70

Four per cent interest for one year 253.43
Sum of interest and principal. . . . . 6589.13
Deduct first pension payment or annuity. . . . . 600.00
Balance in reserve funds after first payment . .5989.13
Add four per cent interest for one year 239.56
Sum of interest and principal in fund. . 6228.69
Deduct second annual payment or annuity. . . . 600.00
Balance in reserve funds . . . . . 4)5628.69
Add four per cent interest for one year. . . . . 225.14
Sum of interest and principal $5853.83
Deduct third annual payment or annuity . . . . . 600.00
Balance after third payment. . . . . . . . . . .ßñ5253.83

This process is continued until there is nothing left in the

fund.

Benefits

The benefits being provided for in the plan must be

carefully and accurately stated, the conditions to be met

clearly indicated. The superannuation retirement should be

allowed to (1) a present teacher who has completed a total

of twenty -five years of service, the last twenty of which

have been in the State, and who has attained the age of

sixty years; or (2) á new entrant who has completed twenty -

five years of service and has attained the age of sixty

years; or (3) any member who has completed thirty -five years

of service, the last twenty of which shall have been in the

State. Retirement may be at the request of either the em-

ployed or the employer. The retirement allowance of all

members retired shall consist of (a) an annuity which shall

be the actuarial equivalent of the teacher's accumulated

contributions at the time of retirement; and (b) a pension
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of one-fourth of his final average salary. If the member

is a present teacher, (that is one who was in the service

when the law went into effect) he is to be given by the

State a further pension of (c) one one -hundred -fortieth

(1/140) of his final average salary multiplied by the num-

ber of years of total certified service; and if the total

of (a) , (b) , and (c) does not reach $600 the State shall

provide (d) a further pension of such an amount as shall be

required to bring the total allowance up to $600 per annum.

A further explanation of these benefits seems justified.

An analysis of an annuity fund built up in thirty -five years

to provide a pension of about one -half of the final average

salary shows that the teacher has contributed one-fourth,

that the State has provided one -fourth; and the balance, or

one -half of the total amount paid in retirement allowances

consists of interest accumulations. Therefore the (b) part

of the retirement allowance is stated as it is. One- fourth

of the salary for one year is equal to 1/140 of the salary

for one year multiplied by the number of years of service

or thirty -five years. The present teacher is handicapped

by having an annuity based on a limited number of years of

service. Provisions (c) and (d) take care of this inequality

on a fair basis. Let us take five supposed cases and see

how these provisions would work out. L is a man of fifty

years of age. He has taught school twenty -five years,

twenty of which have been in Arizona. L then teaches ten
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years under the pension law, and retires at the age of sixty

years. His salary the first of the ten years was $1200.

This increased $100 each year till his salary reached the

maximum of $2000. At the time of retirement he had paid into

the retirement fund 820 (5% of his salary each year) . This

amount for the time indicated would at four per cent compound
49

interest have accumulated enough to make about $964. At age

sixty, a man has a life expectancy of about fourteen (14.1)

years. The accumulations ($964) will, according to annuity
50

tables, buy an annuity of ($91.15) per annum. This is the

amount of the annuity allowance based on the actuarial equiva-

lent of the accumulated contributions at the time of retire-

ment designated as (a) above. Under provision (b) the state

would add a pension of one- fourth of his final average salary

(which is the average of the last five years of service, in

this case $1800) or s. 470. L. is a "present teacher" and so

comes under provision (c) , which provides for an additional

contribution by the state of 1/140 of his final average salary

($1800) multiplied by the number of years of total service

(25 years). His pension allowance would then be as follows:

(a) the annuity on accumulations of the teacher's
contributions $91.15

(b) 4 the final average salary (4 x $1800) . . . . . . 470.00
(c) 1/140 of the final average salary multiplied by the

years of certified service (1/140 x 01800 x 25) . . 335.75
Total pension allowance each year . . . .4896.90

49- See Table II p. 42.
50- Moore, Justin -- Handbook To Financial Mathematics. Table

VIII. p. 1126.
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Provision (d) does not apply in this case.

In a second case let M be a "present teacher " who has

taught five years outside of the state and the last twenty

years in Arizona. After the pension law goes into effect he

teaches one year at a salary of $1200 and makes a contribution

of $60 (5% of his salary) to the pension fund. He has reached

the age of sixty years and so retires. His pension allowance

would be computed as follows:

(a) the annuity on accumulations of the
teacher's contributions $5 68

(b) one - fourth of the final average salary
(4 x 01200). . . . . . . . . . .300.00

(c) 1/140 of the final average salary
(1/140 x 01200 x 25) . . . . . .212.50

(d) the state's contribution to make it up
to $600. . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.82

Total pension allowance each year . I600.00

There will be very few cases like this one that will require

all four provisions to make un the total.

In a third case N is a new entrant. He teaches for a

salary of $1200 the first year with an increase of $100 each

year for eight years, after which he receives the maximum

salary of $2000 for seventeen years. He pays five per cent

of his salary each year into the retirement fund. His contri-
51

butions in the twenty -five years amount to ,2320. The

compound interest on these accumulations at 4 per cent will

in the twenty -five years amount to $1419, which added to the

amount contributed 02320) makes the total accumulations of

contributions 3739. His pension allowance would then be

_vl- See Table II. p. 42.
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computed as follows:

(a) the annuity on accumulations of the teacher's
contributions (33739). . . . .8353.57

(b) one-fourth of the final average salary
(4 x 0000). . . . . . . . . . 500.00

Total pension allowance each year. . .8853.57

N is a new entrant so provisions (c) and (d) do not apply.

0 is a teacher who has taught fifteen years in another

state and then teaches twenty years in Arizona, under the

pension law. His salary the first year in our State was

1200. He received an increase each year of $100 for eight

years and then continued at the maximum salary of $2000 for

twelve years more. Having reached the age of sixty years, and

having taught thirty-five years he retires. During the twenty

years of teaching in Arizona he has contributed $1820 to the

pension fund. The accumulated compound interest on these con-

tributions amounts to 808 which added to the contributions
52

makes a total of $2628. His pension will be computed as

follows:

(a) the annuity on accumulations of the
teacher's contributions 02628) . .248.79

(b) one - fourth of final average salary
(4 x $2000) 500.00

(c) 1/140 of the final average salary
(1140 x $ 2000 x 15) . . . . . . . . 214.20

Total pension allowance each year . . . . .$962.99

Provision (d) does not apply because the pension received is

over $600.

One final illustration and the idea should be clear.

P is a new entrant. He has taught for thirty -five years.

52 - ee Táble II. p . 42.
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His salary the first year was $1200 which was increased at

the rate of $100 each year for eight years, afte -r which he

received the maximum salary for twenty -seven years. During

all this time he contributed five per cent of his salary

into the retirement fund. At the end of the thirty -five

years he had contributed $3320. Four per cent compound

interest on the contributions amounts to $3417. Adding

these two together gives a total accumulation of $6737.

P +s pension will be computed as follows:

(a) the annuity on accumulations of the
teacher's contributions($6737). . .$578

(b) one - fourth of final average salary
(4 x $2000) 500

Total pension allowance each year . . . $1078

Because P is a new entrant (c) and (d) do not apply.

Disability Benefits

A disability retirement benefit should be allowed a

member after fifteen years of service the last ten of which

are within the State, if upon medical examination, as deter-

mined by the board, the applicant is found physically or

mentally incapacitated for service and ought to be retired.

This disability allowance should be made up of (a) an annuity,

the actuarial equivalent of his accumulated contributions at

the time of his retirement, (b) a pension of one -fifth of his

final average salary, and (c) if he be a "present teacher ", a

further pension of one one -hundred -fortieth (1/140) of his

final average salary multiplied by the number of years of
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total certified service. In no case shall the rate of such

pension exceed four - fifths (4/5) of the superannuation re-

tirement pension had retirement been deferred until time for

such superannuation retirement. The beneficiary of a disability

allowance should submit to periodic physical examination under

direction of the Retirement Board, and if found engaged in or

able to engage in a gainful occupation paying more than the

difference between his retirement allowance and his final

average salary, the board may reduce his pension to an amount

which when added to the amount earnable by him, together with

his annuity, will be equal to the amount of his average salary.

Should conditions later change, the board may again make adjust-

ments. If a disability beneficiary should be restored to active

teaching service at a salary as great as his final average

salary, his retirement allowance shall cease and he shall be-

come a member of the retirement system again, his annuity

shall be transferred to his individual annuity savings fund

account, and he shall contribute as other members.

To illustrate let us suppose X is a teacher who taught

five years in Idaho and came to Arizona to teach just after

this pension system became a law. Let us suppose that he

is permanently disabled after he has been teaching for more

than ten years, and that the value of his accumulated pay-

ments at 4 per cent interest amounts to '3167.85. Further,

let us assume X to have a life expectancy of twenty years.
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Under these conditions the accumulations ($3167.85) will,
53

according to annuity tables, buy an annuity of $233.15 per

annum. Let us further assume that Vs final average salary

is $2000. His disability allowance benefit would be com-

puted as follows:

(a) the annuity on the accumulations of X t s
contributions (3167.85) . . . .$233.15

(b) 1/5 of final average salary(1 /5 x $2000) . . 400.00
(c) 1/140 of final average salary

(1/140 x $2000 x 5). . . . . 71.43
Total disability allowance each year. . .704.58

Since Mr. Vs final average salary is 2000 his pension, had

retirement been deferred until time for superannuation re-

tirement, would have been about half of this amount or $1000.

The total disability allowance $704.58 is less than $800,

(4/5 of $1000) so is within this provision.

Withdrawal And Death Benefits

Withdrawal and death benefits should be provided for.

If a member withdraws for any cause other than death or

retirement he may on demand be paid the accumulations

standing to the credit of his individual account, in the

savings fund. Should he die before retirement his accumu-

lations should be paid to his estate or to his designated

heirs.

Options

Optional allowances at the time of retirement should

53- Moore, 02. Oit., Table VIII. p. 1126.

91204
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be offered as f ollowa:

Option I. If the contributor dies before he has re-

ceived in payments the value of his retirement allowance as

it was at the time of retirement, the balance shall be paid

to his legal representative or to such persona or person as

he may nominate by written designation duly acknowledged and

filed with the Retirement Board.

An illustration seems desirable. Let X be the contri-

butor. At the time of retirement he has a life expectancy of

fourteen years. Let us assume the value of his retirement

allowance at the time of retirement to be $6335.70, which is

such an amount as will produce fourteen annual payments of

$600 each. If he selects Option I he will receive $600 annually.

Now suppose he dies after receiving five annual payments.
54

There will be left in the fund $4457.54 which belongs to his

legal representative or to the person nominated in writing at

the time of retirement. This amount will provide nine or

more payments of $600 each. (How this is made up is explained

on page 81) .

Option II. Upon the death of the contributor his retire-

ment allowance shall be continued throughout the life of

and paid to such person as he may nominate by written desig-

nation duly acknowledged and filed with the retirement board

at the time of retirement.

5-4- Moore; Op. Oit., p.
Table VÌII.
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Suppose X desires to provide for his wife in case of

his death, and at the time of retirement he selects Option II.

Mrs. X's life expectancy is, let us say, twenty years. The

yearly pension will be calculated on the basis of twenty years,

instead of fourteen as in Option I, which condition will

make the payments smaller. The payments in this case will
55

be $466.30 annually. X now has the assurance that in the

event of his death Mrs. X will be cared for during the re-

mainder of her life. If both Mr. and Mrs. X should die before

the twenty payments have been received their legal heirs would

be entitled to the unpaid balance as outlined in Option I.

Option III. Upon the death of the contributor, one-

half of his retirement allowance shall be continued through-

out the life of and paid to such person as he may nominate

by written designation duly acknowledged and filed with the

retirement board at the time of retirement.

If X selects the third option at the time of retirement

the value of his retirement allowance remaining the same as

assumed heretofore (6335.70) the following basis of settle -

ment would be considered. One-half of the allowance 03167.85 )

would be set aside for a benefit for Mr. X, yielding an annual

pension of $300 for fourteen years. The other half would be

divided into pension payments equal to the number of years

Mrs. X, or other beneficiary, is expected to live. Let us

55 - Ibid..
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suppose this is twenty years -as in Option II. Mrs. X's

share will then be just one -half of what it was under Option

II 0233.15). During the first fourteen years X and his bene-

ficiary will receive the total of these two amounts ($533.15),

and during the last six years the $233.15 pension only.- X's

death would not change these c ondi t ion's . If Mrs. X dies before

the twenty payments have been received, her estate will be

entitled to the balance due. If she lives longer than the

twenty years the payments will continue throughout her life.

Option IV. Some other benefit or benefits may be elected

to be paid to the member or person he may nominate, provided

the total so elected shall not amount to more than the actua-

rial equivalent of his retirement allowance, which shall be

certified to by . the actuary and approved by the board.

Supervision By State

The various funds of the retirement system should be

subject to the supervision of the State. The right of the

teacher to a pension, annuity, or the contributions, should

be exempt from any State or municipal tax. Neither should

any of these rights or privileges be subject to execution,

garnishment, attachment, or any other process; nor should

they be assignable except as provided in the act.

The new act should not interfere with the operation of

the present law insofar as it affects the present benefici-

aries of the present law. A number of teachers are now re-

ceiving benefits under the present law. These benefits in no

way should be interferred with.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This study is based on the books, bulletins, reports,'

state laws, etc., recorded in the bibliography. It has

traced the historical development of the pension movement

from the early attempts of the Mutual Aid Societies to the

present. Failures in the first attempts were .not due to

lack of interest or enthusiasm but to faulty financial

provisions. Invariably the result has been the same- -

revision, sooner or later, to take care of insufficient

reserves for payments due members. The need for a sound

actuarial policy has been demonstrated. Experience has

shown that certain other principles are also indispensable

to a successful retirement system. These have been clearly

indicated ,and justified. In the light of these guiding

principles, the Arizona pension system has been analyzed and

its wèaknesses pointed out. A plan for a new and better

system, more scientific and up -to -date, is proposed for our

State. It is not perfect, but it can easily be justified

in the light of the best practices of the day. Another

study of the legal phases of the subject might properly be

made and definite wording of a new law to put this proposed

plan into effect would prove of unquestioned value.
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